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                          ABSTRACT

   Effect of the spin of an interplanetary dust on its motion was stLidied. rhe spin
effect is Iarger for Iarger dust aRd for smaller heliocentric distance. The equation
of heat conduction of a rotating sphere under the irradiation of sun light was solved.

The numerical result was also given. The spin effect is as fo!tews; (1) the change of

the magnitude of an orbital angular momentum L, (2) the change of inclination of the
orbital plane and (3) the precessioR of L. The approximate solution that the orbit
radius of dtist approaches a constant value was obtained. If aRy mechanism maintain-
ing the spin exists, the fallin of dust into the sun is prevented.

   Key words: Interplanetary dust; Spin effect.

1. Introductien

    It has been considered that the main effect perturbing the motion of an in-
terplanetary dust comes from the drag force due to the absorption and the re-emis-
sion of solar radiation (Poynting-Robertson effect). This effect works to decrease
an orbital angular momentum of the dust and consequently the dust particle spirals
around and finally into the sun. The lifetime of the dust is rather short. For
example, a dust of1pt radius fa11s into the sun from the heliocentric distance of1
AU for 700p years (p is the density of dust in g!cm-3). Therefore the dust ma-
terials must be always supplied into the interplanetary space from any source. The
comets, the moon, the asteroid and the interstellar medium would be the candidates
of the sources.

    There are some effects other than tlte Poynting-Robertson effect. Among
these, the drag force due te the solar wind and the friction due to the neutral gas
decelerate the dust, and the above mentioned situation would not change. Thus
the mechanisms accelerating dust particles are very interesting problems.
    The effect of a spin of the dust and the effect of the Lorentz force by the in-
terplanetary magnetic field acting on a charged dust do not always decelerate it.
As these forces have a tangential component along the orbit of dust, they can ac-
celerate the dust under certain condition. Then the dust wili survive for a long
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time. The present paper deals witli the spin effect, and the Lorentz force effect
will be discussed elsewhere.
   The precise consideration shows that the surface temperature of dust is higher
on the dayside than on the nightside. The momentum of emitted radiation in the
rest system of dust is larger on tlie dayside, so the reaction pushes the dust outward

from the sun.
   When the dust has a spin, a part of the surface of dust reaches the maximum
temperature not atjust noon but at certain time in the afternoon. Then the reac-
tive force has a tangential component besides the outward component, (see figure
1). The tangential component may accelerate the dust when both the orbital ro-
tation and the spin of dust are of the same sense. This effect was pointed out pre-

viously by YARKovsKy and a few subsequent papers dealt with the problem, bgt
the detailed analysis and the numerical results have not been shown yet (dpiK 1951 ;

JAcciA l963).

                         F(reaction force)

co
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diust
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rt}cliation

   rJ
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   of the thermal radiation)

 Nix ).. Itt"
the sun

  Fig. 1. The efi'ect of a spin oÅí dust.

2. 0rder of Magnitude of the Spin Effect

   The forces aoting on an interplanetary dust are classified into the conservative
and non-conservative forces. The gravitational force acting on the dust of mass
m at a heliocentric distance r is 6Mo!mr2, where G is the gravitational constant
and Mo is the solar mass. The radiation pressure of the sun is dilc, where di is
the energy of the sun light absorbed by the dust per unit time and c is the light ve-
locity. The Poynting-Robertson drag force, which is non-conservative, is (difc)
(v/c), where v is the dust velocity. The spin effect concerns with the nonuniformity
of the temperature dT and is given by (Åëlc) (tiTfT), where Tis the average tem-
perature over the dust. Both the conservative and the non-conservative forces are
of the same order of inagnitude.
   The non-uniformity of the dust temperature AT is very small because of the
smallness of the dust size. For a thin layer of dust materials of thickness s irra-
diated normally by the solar radiation at 1 AU, the temperature difference AT
between the both sides of the layer is shown in table 1. As the dust materials,
silicate glass and iron are chosen. The s and r dependence of AT is sr-2. Since
that of T is r-O•5, the s and r dependence of (dTIT) is sr-i•5. The factor (vle) ap-
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pearing in the Poynting-Robertson drag force is IO-` for a circular orbit of 1 AU.
The r dependence of this factor is r-Oi At 1 AU, the factor (ATIT) is 10H` for a
silicate glass particle of 100 pt radius, ifone takes the temperature Tas 300 K. Thus,

the spin effect dominates the Poynting-Robertson effect when the radit}s of a dust
is larger than the critical value of 100 pt. The critical value is proportional to the
heliocentric distance r.

       Table 1. The temperature difference at 1 AU and the physical constants of
              the clust materials.

                     1'hermal
      Densityp Specific conduc- dT{K]atlAU
Material heatC tivity
       [glcm3] {callgK] [callcm•                             s==la iOOge lcm                     s•K]

(gC.)ii2 (f.)

[si!21cm] [erg.s!cm3]

Silicate
glass

Iron
6; O.20 3.4Å~10-'3 5xiO-4 5xiO-2 5

O.105 O.l8 9Å~10-6 9Å~10'4 9xlO-2

7.86 1.7Å~10-2

2.l5 1.7

3. Calcu}ations

   The stationary state is assumed. A sphere of radius s spiiming witli a constant
angLtlar velocity (v is irradiated by an omnidirectional Iight, absorbs all the in-
cident light and emits the thermal radiation. At each part of the surface the emitted
radiation energy is proportional to tlae fourth power of the surface temperature.
The spin axis is choson as z axis and the light is assumed to come in the xz-plane
with an angle ip with z axis.

   In the polar cerrdinate system, the temperature T of the sphere is determined
by the equation,

         tupc aT                  == tiT, (1)           . 09
where C is the specific heat of the rnaterial and d means the Laplacian. Tlie boHnd•
ary condition is

          .g,T.+.T4:-((diirrs8)`neo' f.O; ,`:S,e]ll8 . (2)

on the surface of sphere. The unlt vectors n and eo direct the outward normal on
the surface and towards the Iight source respectively and o is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant.
   In order to solve equation (1), we expand the temperature T in terms of the
normalized spherical harmonics Yh.(0, go) as follows,

                          eet          T(r, O, g) = To {i+ :.,.I.IEIII-,Yh.(e, g)•Rt.,(r)} • (3)

lnserting equation (3) into eqL}ation (l), the equation for Ri.(r) is derived

          ll2 // (r2 dÅíiM )- im (9 P.. C) Rhn- 2(li-.l-, 1) Rh, = o. (4)

   It is assumed that the temperature difference is small compared with the average
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temperature. The boundary condition (2) is approximated by

           aT ooi         rc o, "aTg{1+4 ;l.ll, .V.,Yi,n(0, g)Rhn(r)} =

             r=s
                            I(Åë1"S8)(nee) ff.O,r ((,',",e,O))<>oO. (2)'

The integration all over the solid angle leads to the relation

         4xs2aTg -- Åë (5)
The regular solutions of equation (4) satisfying the bot}ndary condition (2)' are

         Rio "= ({i-)'(ns2T,) l+(diftOsrcTo) '

                                                       (6)
         Rint = ljf,Yp'ji'i l ' (rrs2 T,) Ifi,.s •j,'(p.,s)/ji7E'i.s)]+(d'1"src To) '

where h is the spherical Bessel function of the order of l and

         p?ni= ww iin (-Åë-tL'C'), (7)
and

         nyhn "= I(..,)., Yi*,n(e, 4)) (rieo)cl3?. (s)

The factor (Åëlnsrc T,) is a quantity of the same order of magnitude as (AT!T), so
is neglected in the denominator in each equation.
   The emitted momentum from the sgrface of the sphere per unit time, dP, is

         dp == S n•{} O,T' ` ds ii -ll- 2• vl-3. (Re(V7Ri-i(s))•

                                    Im (V2 R,-,(s)), R,,(s)) . (9)
Elementary calculation shows that

         opi-i-Vi'Y"l-, op,,=-Vlge-cose. (io)

Denoting

         fg ,,, fr-,m(1+i)(Q)2p..C.)ii2, (ll)

          ji(PS)                 !iii 6(r)+iop(r) (12)         Ps•j,i(fis)

and

         r :-= ( tu2P.C)i/2s, (l3)
we get
         tiP == -iluz -[li (.,2T,) (4(r) sin e, op(r) sin ip, cos di) . (i4)

tj
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Now we introduce the unit vector e. directed into the spin angular momentum
and the radial unit vector e. from the sun. The force I7' due to the spin is wrttien

as

                      K          F= umliP= ,,., {4er+op[e,Xe.]+(1-e)e.(e,e.)} , (ls)

where
          K=g.4,.,•( gi)r?•s =36L.o,.(i2rc.a)if`•,3. (i6)

In the expression ef K, ri==1 AU, dii and Ti are the values of Åë and T at r=r,
respectively and Lo is the solar luminosity.
   The functions g"(r) and op(r) are shown iR figure 2. If the delay time when the
maximum temperature is reached after the noon is represented by a meridian
altgle e,

          tane=== op(r)14(r). (l7)
For r<< 1, the functions, g', op and tane are written approximately as

          e=l- 8 (2r)`, op == -1-(2r)2, tcftne=2(2r)2, (ls)
                700                                             10                             10
and for r>> 1,

          4=i(i +-IIT, ), op = SI (i +fllr), tan e == i+} . (i g)

The approximate formulae (19) are rather good for r>2. When rincreases from
zero, 1-4 increases monotonic and approaches 1. The maximum of op is O.44 at
abou rNl.5. The angle e is zero for r==O, then increases and reaches the
maximum value 52.50 at r==2.8, and then approaches 450 with increasing r.

        LO

O,5

          O12 :3 4b678 9r
                    Fig. 2. Functions 1-e(r) and op(r).

4. General Feature of the Spin Effect

   The force due to the spin is represented by the right hand side of equation
(15). The first term (Kfr3•5)6(r)e, is the radial, repulsive and conservative force.

This term is out of consideration in the following. The second and the third terms
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change the energy E and the orbital angular momentum L of the dust. .
    Now, the power FT•v and the torque N= :rÅ~ I7'are averaged over a period along
the Kepler orbit. The result is found to be a complicated function including the
eliptic integral of the eccentricity e. For the sake of simplicity, we choose a circL}lar

orbit with radius a. This choice is allowable, because deldt==e at e=O. The
restilt is as follows,

          -d,9,--l.-<,V.tg-(e.e.), . . (2o)
                         '                            '
          ddLt =:•:il,?, -} (e.+eL(e.eL))+-1• (2. ,F, 4) -S- [e. Å~eL] (e.eL)• (2i)

                                                            '
Decomposing the equation (21) into three equations about the magnitude L and
the polar angle (i, 2) of L and adding the contribution of Poynting-Robertson
drag force, we get

          dL K.op cosi aL           dt "= a2.5 Mnv'}IE,nv' . (22)
          dcosi Kop sin2i          "'a"7}"' =" 2La2•"'' (23)
          d2 -K(1-8) cos i           dt -ww'iLwwaZ3'rr'L'' (24)
                                  '                                           '
wliere a is a parameter of the Poynting-Robertson drag force given by

                                                 '              Åër2 - 3Lo          a=" me2T16.c2sp' ' ' . • (2s)
From the equations (22), (23) and (24), we see the spin effect has the following
feature :

(i) Change of the magnitude of the orbital angular momentum
    The spin effect increases the magnitude of tke orbital angular momentum L
when the spin angular momentttm and the orbital angular momentum are in the
same sense (cos i>O), and decreases L when the two are in the opposite sense (cos i

 <o).
    Tke magnittide of this effect is proportional to ny(r), so this effect is zero at
zero spin and at the limit of very large spin, and becomes the maximum at certain
value of te.

(ii) Change of the direction of the orbital angL}lar momentum
    The spin effect changes the direction of L. This is an important feature of
the spin effect, which is quite different from the feature of the Poynting-Robertson
drag force, friction of the neutral gas and the plasma friction. Since the right
hand side of equation (23) is non negative, the direction of L approaches always
th`it  lOnf  t8redgrPitno' describe th6 grobal character of motion of a dt}st, we introduce

the characteristic time. The time ti.., during which the direction of L changes
.appreclably, is defined by ti..NL•a2•51Krp(r) except for the neighbourhood of
sin iNO. In case of the predominant spin effect, this-tiine is shorter than the char-
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aoteristic time for the Poynting-Robertson effect tpR==me2!di. Even if initially L
is the opposite to e. and so the spin effect works for the decceleration, the direction

of L will tend to the direction of e. and then the spin effect works for the accelera-
tion.

(iii) The precession of the orbital angular momemtum
   The spin effect induces the precession of the orbital angular momemtum L.
From equations (23) and (24), we get

           cosi di op          - ,., ww...ww. (26)            sini d9                     1-4
Integration gives

         -,S;.a iii == exp (-i34 (2-2o))• . (27)

During 2 changes 2rr, sin i changes by a factor exp [-2rrql(1-6)]. If the spin of
the dust is so rapid as r>>z, 2nrp/(1-e)fi--(zlr)<< 1 from equation (24), and then the

factor is nearlyeqi}al to unity. So tlie angle i is unchanged essentially. Theperiod

of the precession is approximately,

                  4rrL . a2.5          Tprec== K(1-e) cosi• (28)
   On the contrary, if the condition r>>rr is not satisfied, the expression of
equatlon (28) is almost meaningless.

5. Va}ielity of the Preseltt Discussion and the Change of the Spin

   Until now the cause of changing a spin of dust has not been mentioned. Prac-
tically the spin of dust is not constant but variable. The validity of the averaging
process over the Kepler orbit is justified as long as the characteristic time of the
spin c,hange t$,i. is sufuciently longer than the Kepler Period. If this condition is
satisfied, it is meaningful to trace the orbit of the dust by solving the equations
(22), (23) and (24) in the time range shorter than than the character.istic time t..i..

   The naechanism of changing a spin of dust has not been yet established. The
study of it is not the main purpose of this paper. Here we shall consider the varia-
tion of the spin, asst}ming the spin is given to the dust at certain time through any

process.
(i) The thermal radiation emitted from the surface of rotating dust carries out
Åílie spin angular momentum. Its order is (ip!c) per unit time. Since the surface
rotates with the velocity of the order of sto, tlie fraction (solc) of the momentum
gives the reaction along the surface, thus causing a torque (Åële) (sca/c)s. The
characteristic time of the spin damping t.(.'l•. is defined by (Åëlc)Å~(stole)st,(.il•.=Ito,

where I is the moment of inertia of the dust and is of the order of n?s2. Thus

          ts(.i)in =: MC2• (29)
                Åë

This time is of the safne order of magnitude as the Poynting-Robertson charac-
teristic time tpR, during which the magnitude of tke orbital angular monientum
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L changes appreciably.
(ii) Since the photons have an angular momentum n, a dust particle absorbing
the photons suffers the Brownian motion (HARwiT 197e). When the dust absorbs
N photons, the root mean square angular momentum of the dust is ViVh. The
characteristic time t.(,21•. is defined by VwwNht,(.21•.==Ica. Then

          ts(p2)m=N,1.s,(Ihca )2, (3e)

where Ne is the photon fiux. Using the relation Ite==(16n!15) (rcIC)r2s3, and
inserting the photon flux 2Vo of 1.7Å~10i8 photons cmm'2sec-' at 1 AU we, get

         ts(p2)in="(111g:l8i5,rriSs`,rr2,Yyeeaa;Ss ffOorrii//Cna,teglaSS' (31)

where s and r are in cm and AU unit respectivery.
(iii) The protons in the solar wind hit a dust and giye angular momentum. The
momentum of a proton with the velocity of 300 km sec-Z is 5.eÅ~10-i7g cm sec""i.
The average angular mornentum transported to the dust is (314)s times the mo-
mentum. The characteristic time t,(.31•. is obtained in the same manner as in (ii),

          tg.31•.-=(;lg:ig,i;r,`,S,2,ilZYye,`kiiZ ffO.',li//C.a,tegicnss, (32)

where the proton fiux of I09 protons cm-2 secmi at 1 AU is t}sed.
   The characteristic times t$)i. and t.(.31•. are sufficiently long. For a silicate
glass grain of radius l pt at 1 AU and for rNl, t.(.21•.NI09 years and t,(.31.N2Å~105

years. Tht}s the contributions of the random processes (ii) and (iii) are negligible
for the motion of dust considered here.
   Now the motion of dust can be described by equations (22), (23) and (24) with
the variable spin angular velocity w. Unless the effective action increasing the
spin is operative, the change of tu is determined by equation,

         i)H ftot == mg .grc2• (33)
   In order to solve the equations, numericacl calculation is needed, because the
functions op(r) and 1-4(r) are complicated ftmctions of to. However op(r) is insen-
sitive for the change of to for rl}i)I. In this region of r values, the solution with a

constant op value has a meaning as an approximation. Substituting L==mv'ff, ail2
(a is the radius of the orbit and pa'==GMo-ac) and eliminating t, we get a diffe-

rential equation

         sin2i• da .-4acosi-ww -4aMVff' a2. (34)
                  l kop              dcos

Integration of equation with an initial condition a=ae at i-- ie gives

         -2- = -ilt- gii.n,` /l,+4anK' ;;f(iEir'- ,i.4 i(.f(i).f(i,)), (3s)

where
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f(i) "= il-'giO.S, ii. (3 sin2 i+2)--g- log    itan -
   2

,

Z,    ,k'

D
8si'il8tig

ts's

2.0

1.5

1,O

Oa.5

(36)

                  -o. Jr o o.s 1.o                                         xmcos 'i
    Fig. 3. Relation between i and a. A dust particle goes along the curve from left
          to rtght. Sueex p of each curve means; p==ai/(aosin`io)-f(io).

The figt}re 3 shows the relation between i and a for various initial values ie and
a,. After a long time the angleiapproaches O and the radius a approaches

         ai=Kop/amVJ' (37)
independent of the initial condition. This is just the distance at which the Poynt-
ing-Robertson effect and the spin effect balance each other. The minimum radius

occurs at

         a== Kq cos i!amVZi". (38)
When ao>K•cos ioamVva', the distance a reaches a minimum and then increases
and finally approaches ai. Thus if there exists any mechanism which maintains
the spin angular momentt}m, the fallin of dust into the sun is prevented. But,
in the absence of such a mechanism, the spin decreases and accordingly ao reduces
appreciably as the time goes on, and finally the dust faIIs into the sun.
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